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Oferta destinata membrilor SITT!

Normal price Corporate  discount Corporate price 
for SITT members

1 month 32 EUR - 15% 27 EUR

3 months 89 EUR - 19% 75 EUR

6 months 164 EUR - 18% 139 EUR

12 months full time 296 EUR 10% discount + 3 luni 
loyalty bonus

269 EUR
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Now, have we convinced you? If yes, here is what you need to do to register:

Steps to register as an EASY CORPORATE 
member

To become an EASY CORPORATE member, 
the steps are the following:

Fill in the BECOME A MEMBER online form:

https://members.worldclass.ro/register.php

Note: both Easy Corporate and private Online 
payment uses the same form.

If you have Easy Corporate access, the 
system will transfer to your company profile. 
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EASY CORPORATE

Steps to register as an EASY CORPORATE 
member:

The plattform is reachable via the Worldclass 
webpage or directly through the members 
account.

https://members.worldclass.ro

Klick on ‘Devino Membru’ or access directly 
through:
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EASY CORPORATE ‘how to sign up’

The EASY CORPORATE module allows an employee of a Corporate Company to register online as a World 
Class corporate member using the company email domain (example: @worldclass.ro)

The system automatically detects if an email address used at online registration,                                            
(https://members.worldclass.ro/register.php) belongs to an EASY CORPORATE company, and offers the option to 
automatically switch to the corporate status, by clicking a confirmation link sent to his/her email address (validate 
the email).
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EASY CORPORATE

If the email belongs to an EASY CORPORATE 
company, the system will display a confirmation 
step. 

Klick:

‘devino membru Easy Corporate’
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EASY CORPORATE

If You choose to BECOME AN EASY CORPORATE 
member, a validation email is sent.
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EASY CORPORATE

If the member click the validation link from the email, the 
account is switched to    CORPORATE and the company 
is allocated to the member. 

The system will send a WELCOME email including the 
member account credentials (login in information)
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EASY CORPORATE

You have received an email to your corporate 
address. Read the instructions to access the 
payment plattform. 

Klick members.worldclass.ro

Use your email + pincode to access the payment 
plattform.

Good luck!
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EASY CORPORATE

Steps to switch to EASY CORPORATE for an existing PRIVATE member

If an existing member, has a PRIVATE account 
registered before the company web domains were 
added, in his/her account a box will be displayed 
next time the member logins.

The box allows the member to switch from 
PRIVATE to an EASY CORPORATE account 
following similar steps to the registration flow.
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EASY CORPORATE

Steps to switch to EASY CORPORATE for an existing PRIVATE member

If the member confirmed that he/she wants 
to switch (and the email was sent), the 
system will display a notification box in the 
account until the member validates the email 
link or cancels the switch. 

In this box, the member can also request 
that the validation email to be resent. 
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EASY CORPORATE

Steps to switch to EASY CORPORATE for an existing PRIVATE member

A member that has a corporate account that 
belongs to an EASY CORPORATE company, 
has the option to switch back to PRIVATE.

The option is available in the YOUR PROFILE 
> MEMBERSHIPS section of the member 
account. 

NOTE: A corporate member can to switch in 
between companies
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World Class și SITT vă așteaptă la sală, împreună, cu o minte 
puternică într-un corp puternic!

Vă mulțumim J
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